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INNOVATIVE CALCULATION APPLICATION
EasyFix is an innovative software package allowing you to conduct design calculations required to plan fixings for diverse construction elements using Rawlplug
branded products.
Individual program modules are dedicated to specific segments and stages of
investment. Each of them enables real-time calculations and provides the user
with virtually unlimited possibilities of matching fixings and elements to be fixed
to what is actually needed at the given time.

SIGNATURE SOLUTION FOR DESIGNERS
EasyFix is Rawlplug’s signature tool, developed by a team of experts collaborating with professionals on a daily basis, watching them work and tracking their
expectations. And there is more to that, since Rawlplug EasyFix is kept up to
date by following the latest design guidelines conforming with EAD, ETAG and
EUROCODE, not only ensuring full compliance between calculations and standards, but also utmost precision and utility value.
EasyFix is a complementary solution developed in response to real-life needs of
architects, construction engineers and contractors.

INTUITIVE USER MANUAL
This EasyFix User Manual is, first and foremost, a highly detailed summary of all
features available under all tabs of the application modules, and secondly, a very
transparent presentation of these features using actual displays available in the
application, including results of diverse calculations shown on the screen.
In response to users’ expectations, we have also prepared a specific design project case study comprising calculations for application of chemical anchors in
a model multi-bay shopfloor using the EasyFix PRO application from Rawlplug.
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EASY ACCESS TO FREE-OF-CHARGE APPLICATION
In order to download the program, navigate to the rawlplug.com website and
enter the Services/Design & Software tab, or make use of traditional data carriers available from Rawlplug’s sales representatives. Keep in mind that in order
to be able to use all the software features, you only need to register at rawlplug.
com. As a feedback to the subscription, the user receives a clear activation instruction which allows for the unabridged version of EasyFix to be installed.
The Rawlplug EasyFix User Manual for individual modules is available:
• in the Services/Design & Software tab on rawlplug.com,
• directly in the program, for each module respectively.

PRIMARY AREAS OF OPERATION OF THE RAWLPLUG EASYFIX
APPLICATION:
• designing of fixings for concrete substrates
• designing of chemical rebar anchoring in concrete substrates
• designing of fixings by taking wind forces into account
Calculations pertaining to specific aspects are conducted using modules dedicated to individual segments of construction works. Each offers specific features that enable quick, precise and highly useful calculations which take the
nature of the given scope of works into consideration.

SCOPE OF DESIGN
ACTIVITY

CONCRETE module
designing of fixings for
concrete substrates
BALUSTRADE module

designing of chemical
rebar anchoring in
concrete substrates

designing of fixings by
taking wind forces into
account

CONFORMITY BETWEEN MODULE

MODULE TYPE

REBAR module

FLAT ROOF module

FACADE module

FEATURES AND GUIDELINES
There are two calculation modules dedicated to this task, enabling
computation to be performed in accordance with the guidelines
provided in ETAG 001, Annex C, technical report EOTA TR 029,
ETAG 020 for concrete substrates as well as the latest revision of the
EN 992-4 standard for designing and EOTA TR 055.
This category has a dedicated module that makes it possible to
determine the required design depth of rebar anchoring in concrete
structures based on the guidelines defined in the EN 1992-1-1
standard and Technical Report TR 023.
Two calculation modules are used for this purpose, delivering
computational features based on the EN 1991-1-4 standard on wind
actions as well as the Russian wind standard (СП 20.13330.2011).
The relevant calculations also use data conforming with ETAG 006
and ETAG 014.

Each module consists of subject-specific tabs with applicable features.
CONCRETE module

BALUSTRADE module

REBAR module

FACADE module

FLAT ROOF module

• Fixture

• Fixture

• Location

• Project details

• Anchors

• Anchors

• Existing
construction

• Building

• Location

• Substrate

• Substrate

• New construction

• Insulation

• Loads

• Loads

• Loads

• Fixings

• Building
parameters

• Results

• Results

• Results

• Project properties

• Roof outline

• Project details

• Project details

• Slopes

• Documents

• Documents

• Roof parameters

What you are about to find in further sections of the User Manual is, firstly,
a detailed summary of all features available under all tabs, and secondly, a very
transparent presentation of these features using actual displays available in the
application along with results of calculations shown on the screen. The Manual
comprises all the aforementioned modules.
All User Manuals for individual modules of the EasyFix application may be downloaded from the Services/Design & Software tab on rawlplug.com, but they can
icon, for each modalso be displayed directly in the program by clicking the
ule respectively.
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CONCRETE
module

The CONCRETE module of the EasyFix application from

Rawlplug enables you to make an optimum choice of fixings for
concrete substrates. The computational mechanism implemented in the module is based on ETAG 001, ETAG 020 and the latest
EN 1992-4 standard. The CONRETE module contains numerous
most popular shapes of fixtures as well as more than a dozen preset fixing layouts most frequently used in practice. And even more
importantly, it allows you to customise both the shape and the arrangement of fixings, taking the specifics of every design job into
consideration. The key features of the module include the capacity
to freely move not only anchors, but also loads against the fixture’s
centre of gravity. Moreover, the optimisation feature makes it possible to choose the right anchor type and size quickly and easily,
also by means of a number of helpful filters and sorting options.
What is truly unique about the module is that it enables you to perform design jobs using REDM, i.e. the Rawlplug Engineering Design Method, being a proprietary engineering method that allows
designing of even the most highly specialised fixing layouts based
on results of long years of research as well as Rawlplug’s expertise and experience. This means that besides calculations based on
the ETAG requirements and those defined in European Technical
Assessments with regard to individual products, you can also run
calculations using RAD (Rawlplug Advanced Design) data.

The CONCRETE module comprises the following tabs:
Fixture, Anchors, Substrate, Loads, Results, Project details and
Documents.

Fixture tab
The Fixture tab enables users to:
Fixture

1. rotate the model
and return to the
initial display

2. display the
drawing in the XY,
YZ and XZ axis view

3. enter data on the model
by clicking dimension lines

4. choose fixture parameters, such as
shape or dimensions
7. position a section asymmetrically
against the co-ordinate system

5. calculate fixture slab thickness,
provided that a section has been added
and loads defined

6. choose the section to be fixed and
define its shape, size and optional rotation
8. define offset for slab fixing

CONCRETE module
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Anchors tab
The following options are available from the Anchors tab:
Anchors

3. possibility to enter all
dimensions on the model

1. choice of number and arrangement of anchors

2. defining anchor spacing
4. choice of elongated holes set along
the selected fixture edge

5. asymmetric placement against the
fixture’s centre of gravity
6. option to allow the Rawlplug Engineering
Design Method (REDM) use

7. option to enter the A factor
defining the distance between
hole and fixture edge
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x = A*d

Substrate tab
The Substrate tab allows the user to:
Substrate

4. enter all dimensions on
the model

1. choose substrate type according to concrete
class specified in the EC standard or define
custom concrete class, as the need be, using
a cylindrical or a cubical unit

2. define the existing reinforcement layout

3. define the substrate geometry for thickness
and spacing between anchors and substrate edge
5. define the range of permissible operating
temperatures for anchors (bonded)
6. define anchor installation parameters

CONCRETE module
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Loads tab
The following options are available from the Loads tab:
Loads

1. defining the type
of loads, either
characteristic or design

2. entering values for design and characteristic
loads (including the possibility to change safety
factors against applicable standards), including
directly on the model
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Results tab
The Results tab features the following options:
Results

1. optimisation of the
anchor choice according
to pre-set parameters

2. anchor selection, including
by filtering and sorting

3. option to enter
custom anchoring depth
for bonded anchors

CONCRETE module
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Results tab

Results

1. anchor choice and
visualisation

2. displaying values of
forces affecting each
anchor and the neutral axis

3. displaying values of loads
according to individual
models of rupture

4. displaying calculation results, including
identification of their correctness or error
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Project Details tab
The Project Details tab allows the user to enter detailed data of the pending design project
as well as of the engineering office
Project details

1. fields for entering
data to identify: design
project, engineering
office location,
designer, reviewer

CONCRETE module
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Documents tab
The Documents tab allows the user to access a list of documents pertaining
to the given fixing solution and download them.
Documents
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Balustrade
module

The BALUSTRADE module of the EasyFix application
from Rawlplug is based on the same data, guidelines and the computational mechanism implemented in the CONCRETE module,
while it is dedicated to balustrades, and as such, it covers fixing
configurations and load types specific to this segment. Moreover,
it includes the guidelines laid down in the EN 1991-1-1 standard
which recommends the range of characteristic loads for different
use categories.

The BALUSTRADE module comprises the following tabs:
Fixture, Anchors, Substrate, Loads, Results, Project details and
Documents.

Fixture tab
The Fixture tab enables users to:
Fixture

1. rotate the model
and return to the
initial display

2. display the
drawing in the XY,
YZ and XZ axis view

3. enter data on
the model by clicking
dimension lines

4. indicate the balustrade mounting
place
5. enter characteristic dimensions of
the given model

6. choose fixture parameters for
shape and dimensions

7. add a rolled section by defining
its shape, size and rotation

8. define asymmetric section placement
against the fixture centre of gravity
9. define offset for slab fixing

BALUSTRADE module
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Anchors tab
The following options are available from the Anchors tab:
Anchors

1. choice of number and arrangement
of anchors

2. choice of elongated holes set along
the selected fixture edge

3. option to define asymmetric anchor
arrangement against the co-ordinate system
4. option to allow the Rawlplug
Engineering Design Method (REDM) use

5. option to define
distance between hole
edge and slab edge
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Substrate tab
The following options are available from the Substrate tab:
Substrate

1. possibility to enter all
dimensions on the model

2. selecting substrate by
defining concrete category
and reinforcement type
3. option to enter substrate dimensions characteristic of the given model,
including slab thickness, step height and
depth as well as pedestal dimensions
4. option to set minimum edge
distance
5. option to define the range of
permissible operating temperatures
for anchors (bonded)

6. option to enter
installation parameters

BALUSTRADE module
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Loads tab
The Loads tabs contains the following features:
Loads

3. possibility to enter loads on
the model

1. entering values for design and characteristic loads, depending on the choice,
including the possibility to change safety
factors against applicable standards

2. for improved ease of use, excerpt
from the EN 1991-1-1 standard
stating the characteristic loads for
different use categories
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Results tab
The features available form the Results tab are as follows:
Results

1. filters making it easier to
select anchors depending on
their type, material and size

2. option define custom
anchoring depth for bonded
anchors
3. anchor choice and visualisation

4. option to display values of
forces affecting each anchor
and the neutral axis

6. calculation
results, including
identification of their
correctness or error

5. option to display values
of loads according to
individual models of rupture

BALUSTRADE module
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Project Details tab
The Project Details tab allows the user to enter detailed data of the pending
design project as well as of the engineering office.
Project details

1. fields for entering data
to identify: design project,
engineering office location,
designer, reviewer
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Documents tab
The Documents tab allows the user to access a list of documents pertaining
to the given fixing solution and download them.
Documents

BALUSTRADE module
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Raber
module

The REBAR module allows the user to design continuity re-

inforcements in an easy and intuitive manner, and in line with the
EUROCODE 2 guidelines. The module comprises various default
combinations of joints between the existing and the new reinforced
concrete element planned to be built. What is more and truly unique
about the module is that it enables you to calculate rebar anchoring
depth using the proprietary REDM method, i.e. the Rawlplug Engineering Design Method, which allows designing of even the most
highly specialised fixing configurations based on results of long
years of research as well as Rawlplug’s expertise and experience.
Additionally, under mechanical calculations, the module verifies
the mechanical strength of the reinforcement already installed by
taking the newly defined loads into account, and detects collisions
between the existing structure elements and the rebars designed
to be installed. The application enables you to define loads per
running metre, cross-section and individual rebar, but you can also
calculate the maximum anchoring depth and reassure yourself
about making the most of the available tensile strength of steel.
You should also note that the data stored in the REBAR module
comprise – similarly to all other EasyFix modules – tested products
that hold relevant European Technical Assessments, and in this
particular case, ones which comply with the EOTA TR-023 technical report.

The REBAR module contains the following tabs:
Existing construction, New construction, Loads, Results.

Existing Construction tab
The Existing Construction tab is intended for entering all parameters of the structure on which
the fixing is to be done in its current condition. You can define the following:
Existing construction

1. structure type, where the available
options are: slab, wall, beam, column,
foundation
2. dimensions characteristic of the
chosen structure type
3. class of concrete and steel the
structure is made of (options can be
selected from a drop-down list or
user-defined)

4. number, diameters and spacing
of the existing reinforcement

REBAR module
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New Construction tab
The New Construction tab allow you to enter all parameters defining the structure on which
the fixing is to be done in its current condition. You can define the following:
New Construction

1. type of the structure to be joined
with the existing one; the number
of available options is limited by the
choice of the existing structure

2. dimensions characteristic of the
chosen structure type
3. class of steel the new structure will
be made of (options can be selected
from a drop-down list or user-defined)
5. rebar installation parameters,
including the method of drilling in
the existing structure

4. number, diameters and spacing of
the reinforcement being designed
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Loads tab
The Loads tabs allows you to define the forces assumed to affect the joint.
Force values can be entered per bar or per section, or you can calculate the joint’s resistance
to threshold tensile load of steel.
Loads

1. option to define loads
and other forces

REBAR module
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Results tab
The Results tab shows the results obtained for the chosen variant.
This is also where you can choose:
Results

1. design method

2. type of resin to be used
for anchoring
3. you can also run calculations by
declaring custom rebar anchoring
depth, whereupon the program
will verify if the declared depth is
sufficient for the pre-set parameters
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Loads tab

Results

4. the tab additionally notifies
you about having exceeded such
parameters as steel load capacity,
about the concrete cover depth
being too small, or about collision
between existing rebars and
those to be anchored

REBAR module
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FLAT ROOF
module

The FLAT ROOF module has been designed to enable mak-

ing appropriate choices of fixings for insulation materials installed
on flat roofs. The module relies on calculations conforming with
the EN 1991-1-4 standard on wind actions as well as the ETAG 006
guidelines. It is absolutely crucial that results of calculations are
very precise in terms of both the number and length of fixings. Such
precision would not be possible to attain without the wide selection of options enabling characteristic design data to be entered
and changed as well as without other application features, such as
the possibility to define the roof surface profile or the substrate
to which thermal and hydro-insulation materials are to be fixed.
It should be noted that the software version available to every
EasyFix user is basic in the scope covered by the FLAT ROOF module,
matching the most common design scenarios. However, if you need
to perform calculations for a very specific and complicated concept,
just contact Rawlplug’s Technical Department via the rawlplug.com
website, and our experts will support you using a more advanced
program version. What they can do includes calculations with variable insulation thickness or defining oval roof edges.

The FLAT ROOF module contains the following tabs: Project
properties, Building parameters, Roof.

Project Properties tab
The Project Properties tab enables you to enter detailed information
about the given project.
Project properties

1. fields for entering data
to identify: design project,
engineering office location,
designer, reviewer

FLAT ROOF module
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Building Parameters tab
The Building Parameters tab features the following options:

Building parameters

1. selection of basic parameters that identify the
building location, i.e. country, height above sea
level and land category or wind zone
2. option to define base wind speed for locations which are not available by default in the
application for specific reasons
3. possibility to take the impact of nearby (tall)
buildings into account on the roof designed
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Roof (Module) tab
The Roof (Module) tab groups the available features into four subtabs:
Module Parameters, Roof Outline, Slopes and Roof Parameters.
Module
parameters

Roof (Module)

1. this is where you can change the
model name, define the roof height
above ground level, select the roof
edge type, check a box to take internal
pressure into consideration in calculations and access results of wind pressure calculations for each roof zone

FLAT ROOF module
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Roof (Module) tab
Roof outline is where you can enter the outline of
the roof being designed using various drawing functions.

The Slopes tab allows you to enter slopes and counterslopes to be
developed with insulation material of variable thickness (feature available
upon submitting a design to Rawlplug’s Technical Department).
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Roof (Module) tab
Roof Parameters is a tab that provides the user with
the following selection of features:
1. choice of hydroinsulation, substrate
and fixing type

3. option to declare
membrane load
capacity, if it is
relevant

2. option to define
base insulation
height and old
insulation height

4. option to define the
membrane and overlap width
for the given roof zone, with
additional fixing available

5. option to define
maximum spacing
between fixings

6. option to enter sheet dimensions
to be taken into account in spacing
calculations for roofing made of
steel decking

7. displaying calculation results for screw anchoring
depth, load capacity of fixings, surface area of
zones, density and number of fixings per zone

8. displaying the chosen
set of fixings along with
their number

FLAT ROOF module
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Facade
module

The FACADE module of Rawlplug’s EasyFix application is

dedicated to calculations aimed at making the most appropriate
choice of mechanical fixings for the ETICS wall insulation systems,
i.e. lightweight and wet systems, for both masonry and concrete
walls. What seems particularly important is that the calculations
performed in EasyFix always conform with the EN 1991-1-4 standard on wind actions, and that specific fixing solutions are selected
with regard to the ETAG 014 guidelines. However, the primary function of the FACADE module is to enable you to make a model-based
choice of the type and number of mechanical fixings for individual
wind zones, so that the given project can ultimately be implemented with the focus on utmost efficiency and durability supported by
optimisation of installation costs.

The FACADE module contains the following tabs:
Location, Building, Insulation, Fixings and Project details.

Location tab
The Location tab features the following items:
Building parameters

1. parameters defining the building location,
including country, wind zone, land category
and height above sea level
2. option to increase wind load by defining
a factor
3. possibility to take the impact of nearby
buildings into account by defining their
characteristic dimensions
4. possibility to set minimum wind zone width

FACADE module
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Building tab
The Building tab features the following options:
Building

4. possibility to
rotate the model
display and return
to original view

5. option to enter
data on the model
by clicking dimension
lines

9. determination of exact
percentage share of area
attributed to holes by
defining dimensions and
number of windows

1. substrate choice, both in terms of type
and material
2. choice of building shape
3. option to define north orientation (if necessary)
6. option to enter building height

7. possibility to exclude individual walls from
direct wind force effect, whereupon the given
wall is disregarded in calculation of the total
number of fixings
8. defining the share of surface area
attributed to holes in per cent
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Insulation tab
The Insulation tab allows the user to access the following features:
Insulation

1. possibility to choose
insulation layout

2. where homogeneous
layout has been selected:

2.1 option to choose insulation type (either
polystyrene or stone wool), insulation system
and specific polystyrene or wool type

2.2 checkbox that enables pull-through force to
be taken into consideration in calculations, if required (for the BSO systems implemented in the
program, the relevant values are automatically
taken into account as per reference documents)

2.3 option to enter insulation thickness
2.4 checkbox option to select
countersunk installation
2.5 option to define thickness of adhesive
and old insulation material

FACADE module
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Insulation tab
Insulation

having chosen mixed insulation,
you can additionally:

3.3 define the height
at which to change
insulation material
3.1 define two
insulation types
independently
3.2 enter characteristic
parameters for the
given type
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Insulation tab
Insulation

having chosen mixed insulation,
you can additionally:

3.4 define belt dimensions, spacing and
height of the first belt, for systems with
fire protection belts

FACADE module
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Fixings tab
In the Fixings tab, you can:

Fixings

1. select fixing type
2. add retaining plate
3. display results for the chosen fixing

4. calculate forces acting in individual
zones at different building heights

5. display minimum number of fixings
per zone (pcs./m2) at the given
building height
6. display overall number of fixings in
individual zones at different building
heights as well as total quantity of
fixings required
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Project Properties tab
The Project Details tab allows the user to enter detailed data of the pending design project
as well as of the engineering office.
Project
properties

1. fields for entering data
to identify: design project,
engineering office location,
designer, reviewer

FACADE module
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